Leading People in a
Warp Speed World
Focused Leadership During Change

CHANGE

Here’s the deal. There’s change—there’s lots of change.
Everyone expects you, the leader, to be positive enough for the
whole team. Change is easy for you, right? You are the leader
after all—how in charge of things do you feel these days? Change
affects a leader twice. First as they work though all the issues
for themselves and second as they do their job helping others
through change. That’s not easy, any way you look at it.
During this interactive session with Chris Clarke-Epstein, CSP,
you’ll have the opportunity to think about the way change places
demands on leaders. You’ll discover your most common reaction
to change, how effective your reaction is, and how your reaction
influences the behaviors of others in your organization. We’ll
identify and practice the five key skills that will help you develop
into a focused leader during times of change.
This custom designed program filled with Chris Clarke-Epstein’s
well-known style—a balanced blend of humor and substance—
will add to your meeting as an exciting opportunity for learning,
involve attendees in positive participation, and ready them for
practical action when they return to their offices.
Based on the needs of your group and the length of your program,
Leading People In a Warp Speed World may
include the opportunity for participants to:
•
•
•
•

Learn the three ways change happens
Rate themselves on the Change Leadership Skills Inventory
Experience the seductive power of the Comfort Zone
Learn why the art of leadership might be more important
than the science of leadership
• Forecast the Resistance to Change levels in their organization
• Have fun
• Develop an individual action plan to turn today’s ah-ha
moments into practical action
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